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Dear readers,
Credibility is essential for success in today’s
fast-moving and fiercely competitive markets. While this applies to products, brands
and services, it is also particularly true of
people. According to the dictionary, someone is credible if they are reliable, correct in
their behavior and committed to the truth.
We at MOTOREX have set ourselves the
target of complying with correct and reliable standards in everything we do. This
gives you, our business partners and customers, the security of knowing that in us you
have chosen the right partner.
The extensive product tests of our new
karting specialties were completed just in
time for the run-up to the new season.
The results showed that the products more
than lived up to expectations and we are
delighted to present our new MOTOREX
KART LINE to you.

What’s new

With its new KART LINE,
MOTOREX is launching the ultimate product line for
karting enthusiasts.From high performance motor
oil to brake fluid, karters will find everything.

YACHTING
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Sophisticated hydraulics oust
muscle power on modern yachts

PAGES 8/9

Hydraulics

Sailing is more topical than ever.
Now sophisticated on-board hydraulic systems enable
even big yachts to take to the seas with only a minimal
crew. Anxious to find out how?

Export
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It is now over 10 years
since Porto-based
BICIMOTOR LDA imported its first MOTOREX
products for the bicycle
market.A journey to
one of Europe’s most
unspoiled cities.

MOTO LINE
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The multilingual Sail Label:
up to 14 languages on one label.

EXPORT
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Olá MOTOREX!
A portrait of BICIMOTOR LDA

INDUSTRY
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MOTOREX PROCESS
FLUID MANAGEMENT –
a recipe for success

BOX
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Christoph Ledermann
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KART LINE – Karting at the limit
with the brand-new product line
from MOTOREX

Yours,

BUCHER AG LANGENTHAL, MOTOREX Lubrication
CH-4901 Langenthal, www.motorex.com

A look-back
at the 73rd Geneva Motor Show

WHAT’S NEW

On-board hydraulics? Then let’s set sail.
Our report on modern, comfortable yachts
is certain to make many of you long for
the high seas. This is another niche market
where MOTOREX shows the way.
You will find more news from and about
MOTOREX in the two-page NEWS
section. And now that spring’s here we have
an article about MOTOREX’s Portuguese
importer for bike products.

WP Suspension
chooses MOTOREX

MOTOREX® and all employed product
names are internationally protected
trade marks.
No responsibility is accepted for printing
errors or changes in the technical data.

Editor:
BUCHER AG LANGENTHAL
MOTOREX Lubrication
CH-4901 Langenthal
Tel. ++41 (0)62 919 75 75
Fax ++41 (0)62 919 75 95
Customer service by phone. Advice
and problem solving also in German,
French and Italian.

Design, text and creation:
Martin Aeschlimann, Advertising Concepts
and Public Relations, Muri/Berne
ae-werbung@bluewin.ch
Translation: BMP Translations AG, Basel
Lithography: Sicolith AG,Wabern
Printing: Benteli Hallwag AG,Wabern
Text contributions may be used
when source is indicated.
Cover picture: © SWISSBOAT/Yachting
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News

News
Super effective: REX REINIGER PLUS
Cleaning chains
and
other parts
are hardly a
cyclist’s favorite
activities.
To bring a gleam
to cleaned parts
and a smile
to users’ faces,

This is the only way
of guaranteeing protection against corrosion
and problem-free operation. The chain cleaner
REX REINIGER PLUS is ideal for degreasing chains, sprockets, derailleurs, etc. and 500 ml bottle of
and has been specially developed for use in REX REINIGER
PLUS shown here are
chain cleaners. It leaves no residues, but
available from
MOTOREX DRY or WET LUBE has to
be applied to the cleaned parts straight away. www.roseversand.de.
MOTOREX is therefore adding the
super-effective REX REINIGER PLUS
to its BIKE LINE.

KTM brand representatives throughout the world. The KTM
representatives will be supplied
by MOTOREX’s-national sales
partners.
KTM dealers will be able to
display the MOTOREX products
on the familiar MOTO LINE
sales stands or on a MOTOREX
rack from the KTM Shop
system.
KTM customers can now
buy recommended lubricants and
care products “Swiss made by MOTOREX”
direct from official KTM dealers.

Successful Free Bike of Mulhouse
YAMAHA only – that’s the credo
of Pierre Libe and his staff of 25 motor

bike professionals at Free Bike
in Mulhouse (France).
Ever since Free Bike was set up in 1986
its owner, Pierre Libe, himself a familiar
name in motorbike circles (he won
the Le Mans 24 Hours in 1991), has
stocked nothing but YAMAHA bikes and
scooters. As one of the five best brand
representatives in the whole of France
he sold no less than 1,500 units last year.
Visitors to the company’s new, 1,980 m2
display building are transported into a
motorcycle paradise. Free Bike has
opted for the state-of-the-art MOTO
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D E G R ADAB L E

Rapidly biodegradable greases are becoming
increasingly popular in machines and vehicles
that are used in the open countryside.
One such example is MOTOREX’s GREEN GREASE 4000 fully synthetic universal grease, which is extremely temperature-stable, pressure-resistant, wear-reducing
and also water-resistant.
It remains fluid even at low temperatures and is therefore ideal for automatic
chassis lubrication systems that require NLGI 2 greases.

MOTOREX at KTM sales outlets

Collaboration with KTM is having a
visible impact. In future MOTOREX’s
MOTO LINE will be on sale at official

MOTOREX GREEN GREASE 4000:
Head for open country!

LINE range. Its opinion of MOTOREX?
“Total satisfaction!”

ISO 9001, rev. 2000 recertification

WP Suspension
chooses MOTOREX
For almost 25 years now, Netherlandsbased WP Suspension has been developing advanced suspension products
to satisfy the demands of motorcyclists
worldwide. Various motorcycle manufacturers, including KTM, Husaberg,
BMW, MZ, Gas Gas and CCM, use
WP Suspension products on their
motorcycles. In addition to the OEM
market, WP Suspension has developed
an “after market” segment with superior-quality shock absorbers, front
forks, steering dampers and replacement springs.

environment is perfect for standard
factory specifications, WP Suspension
has recently started using MOTOREX
FORK OIL and SHOCK OIL.

It was with visible satisfaction that
the auditors of the Swiss Association
for Quality and Management Systems
(SQS) informed the BUCHER
MOTOREX Group companies at
the beginning of this year that they
had successfully passed the recertification audit.
BUCHER AG and MOTOREX AG
were first certified to ISO 9001 exactly
ten years ago. The recent recertification
demonstrates that MOTOREX complies fully with the strict ISO 9001
quality requirements. And if an error
should creep into the system somewhere,
it is recorded, logged and evaluated.

WP Suspension and MOTOREX got
to know each other on the international motor racing circuit. And, since
anything that performs well in a race

This means that you, our customers,
can confidently rely on outstanding
MOTOREX quality every time you
buy one of our products!

A look-back
at the 73rd Geneva Motor Show
At the beginning of March the automotive world came together for the
73rd Geneva Motor Show. In attendance once again was BUCHER AG
with the MOTOREX CAR LINE.
Designed to resemble the headquarter
building in Langenthal, the company’s
exhibit was once again a two-story

construction and featured a striking
high-tech glass dome.
Visitors to the exhibit were treated to an
impressive display of MOTOREX’s core
competencies in lubrication technology.
We would like to thank all of you who
came to visit us in Geneva.
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All pictures: ROTAX RM1

W h a t ’s n e w

W h a t ’s n e w

Developed for karting

What began as a simple lawnmower

The MOTOREX KART LINE is a comprehensive line of products that includes
everything from racing motor oil to brake
fluid for every kart and engine type. The
advanced technology of KART LINE
products is the perfect answer to situations where maximum power is the norm.

engine on a home-built chassis
has developed into one of the
technologically most interesting
leisure racing sports – karting.

KART LUBE RACING 2T

Karting at the limit!
The ROTAX 125 MAX DD2 is the most
powerful and technically advanced of all
the MAX line of engines.

Different kart drivers approach their sport
in different ways. Some like to drive competitively, while others are simply in it for
the fun. There are also divided camps
when it comes to engines – the 2-stroke
die-hards and the 4-stroke innovators.
However, when it comes to getting maximum power from the small engine capacities prescribed by the race class rules, 2stroke designs still have the advantage.
MOTOREX has been part of the karting
scene for years now and markets a complete range of products under its KART
LINE brand. For the sport’s ace drivers
MOTOREX has developed the KART
LUBE RACING fully synthetic racing oil
in collaboration with BOMBARDIERROTAX.

Close cooperation with ROTAX

MOTOREX BRAKE FLUID helps the 4-disk
MAGURA brake system achieve its tremendous bite.
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BOMBARDIER-ROTAX has been involved in the development and manufacture of engines for kart racing since the
1980’s. In 1997, with a newly developed
engine, it entered a new market segment –
recreational karting. The company’s innovative solutions set new standards in performance, reliability, user-friendliness and

exhaust noise and gas emissions. To ensure
consistent performance, only complete
systems are offered with carefully tuned
engine, fuel/air mixture, exhaust and cooling systems; ready-to-drive go-karts in
other words.

Shifting gears at 12,200 rpm
Thanks to the built-in starter, the centrifugal clutch and the solid Formula 1 gear
shift paddle on the steering wheel, starting up and moving off in the ROTAX
RM 1 cart is pure pleasure. Once warm,
the ROTAX 125 MAX DD2 125 cc,
2-stroke machine delivers an unbelievable
driving experience. At 12,200 rpm, a red
LED lets the driver know that it’s time
to shift up to second. Thanks to ESA
(Electronic Shifting Assistance) shifting
is accomplished in less than 0.06 seconds
under full load. A quick burst on the
throttle and the RM1 storms up to the
first curve. A carefully timed jab on the
brakes, a down-shift, and then more pressure on the 4-disk brakes. Perfect weight
distribution and a low center of gravity
means that the kart sits perfectly on the
track. Even when accelerating out of

corners, the RM1 maintains a leech-like
grip. The LED lights up – another gear
shift – and on to the next curve...
Anyone who can coax 28.5 bhp out of just
124.8 cc understands about high-performance engines and uses state-of-the-art
technology. This water-cooled and diaphragm-controlled 2-stroke is fitted with
a pneumatically operated outlet control
valve, providing optimum combustion
and extra power.

The MOTOREX KART LINE
KART LUBE RACING 2T
KART LUBE 2T Castor
KART CHAINLUBE
POWER BRAKE CLEAN
BRAKE FLUIDS
DOT 4 & 5.1
PROTECT & SHINE
HELMET CARE
JOKER 440

2T engine oil
for racing
2T engine oil
for sports
chain spray
brake cleaning
spray
brake fluids
protective spray
polish
helmet cleaner
hi-tech
universal spray

The KART LUBE RACING 2-stroke
motor oil is a design masterpiece aimed
directly at the highest echelons in kart
racing. Developed specifically for the
racing community, this fully synthetic
motor oil is recommended for all highly
stressed racing engines. It is the official
oil of the ROTAX MAX Challenge,
providing a tough film that performs
even under extreme loads and temperatures. Combustion is very low in smoke
and residue-free.

Just like its larger brothers from Formula 1 –
the easy to handle steering wheel with
gearshift paddle for 1st and 2nd gears.

KART LUBE 2T Castor
Ideally suited for sports engines up to
100 cc is our MOTOREX KART LUBE
2T Castor, based on natural castor oil.
The excellent lubricating properties of
the base oil together with a well-balanced
selection of additives makes it a very
popular choice. The MOTOREX data
sheet and the engine manufacturer’s
operating instructions provide details
of recommended mixtures.

Flexible wheel deflectors reduce the risk
of accidents and keep costs down for young
drivers.

If you’re unfamiliar with the MOTOREX
KART LINE and the ROTAX RM 1
kart, we recommend both without
hesitation. For information on sales
outlets and much more, please visit:
www.motorex.com
and www.rm1-kart.com
Have fun!
The KART LINE has been designed to offer
the most comprehensive and highest quality
care and maintenance products for go-karts.
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Ya c h t i n g

Large, 50-foot and longer sailing

MOTOREX OEKOSYNT 2246
(ISO 22 – 46) and 3268 (ISO 32 – 68)
multigrade hydraulic oils meet the
specification requirements of the leading
manufacturers with plenty of margin
to spare. Highly favorable viscositytemperature properties ensure that the
hydraulic fluid never becomes too thick,
even when temperatures are very low.
This guarantees that hydraulic systems
can be started and put into service
quickly and safely.

yachts are quite common on
the oceans. As ships get bigger,
so do the crews. However, a clever
on-board hydraulic system can take
the place of crew members.

Picture: Diport AG, Uster

Ya c h t i n g

Hydraulic unit with aluminum oil tank,
two pump groups and several valve control

Picture: Diport AG, Uster

blocks.

The skipper can operate the hydraulically driven bow and stern thrusters
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using a joystick.

are used to elegantly maneuver yachts
sideways.

Picture: Diport AG, Uster

Hydraulics oust muscle power

OEKOSYNT also retains its viscosity
well at high temperatures, ensuring
controllable power transmission and
safe lubrication of the sensitive hydraulic
components. All surfaces coated with
the hydraulic fluid are effectively protected against corrosion and the fluid
itself is oxidation resistant with outstanding age stability.

About biodegradability:
If you have ever been sailing, you know
the problem only too well. When a ship
is undermanned, you have to do your
best to be in two places at the same time
– which can get hectic. Without an adequately sized crew, the dream of a large
ship usually remains unrealized. This
doesn’t have to be the case, however, as
there are ways of making up for a shortage of manpower. A hydraulic system
can easily replace half a dozen strong
pairs of hands.

36 hydraulic functions...
Diport AG, which is based in Uster,
near Zurich, specializes in hydraulic
systems custom-designed to take the
work out of yachting. For 20 years now
the company has built bespoke hydraulic
systems that allow owners to sail large
yachts without a large crew. These versatile hydraulic systems have been fitted
to a large number of well-known yachts.
They are usually powered by a marine

diesel engine and, being modular,
can be expanded whenever the skipper
wants.

Hydraulic master works
Once the project development phase
has been completed, the customized,
individual components are ordered
from the specialist supplier. The central
component of the whole system is the
hydraulic unit. Its design varies with
the type of ship, but it generally consists
of two pump groups and several valve
control blocks. The aluminum or stainless steel oil container is often custom
built to suit the space available.
Depending on the model, the hydraulic
unit can feed several consumers simultaneously. It can operate the foresail,
the mainsail, the anchor winch, and raise
and lower the keel. Even joysticks have
their place in the world of sailing yachts.
Hydraulically driven bow and stern

thrusters allow the ship to be turned
smoothly and with great precision.
Not only does this make steering a much
more pleasant task, it also reduces the
risk of scraping against the quay wall.

MOTOREX OEKOSYNT
bio hydraulic fluid
MOTOREX OEKOSYNT is biodegradable, fully synthetic and ideal for marine
use. This high-quality hydraulic fluid
has proven itself over many years, particularly for outdoor applications where
the environmental consequences of any
oil spillage are kept to a minimum.
Indeed, it is a legal requirement that
biodegradable hydraulic fluids be used on
lakes in various countries worldwide.
Thanks to the use of the latest fully
synthetic ester base stocks and carefully
matched additives, OEKOSYNT solves
even the most difficult lubricating problem reliably and consistently.

Incidentally,biodegradability is the capacity
of a substance to change to carbon dioxide
and water through the action of natural
microorganisms present in the water,the air
and the soil.MOTOREX OEKOSYNT’s rate
of biological decomposition according to
the CEC-L-33-A-93 method is as high as 90%
within 21 days.
You will find more marine lubricants
and care products in the MOTOREX
MARINE LINE.
Hydraulics on board? Ship ahoy!

The keel (lower center of the ship’s hull)
can be raised and lowered to any position
as required.

Picture: Diport AG, Uster

Picture: Maag Technic AG, Dübendorf

Retractable bow and stern thrusters

Even the mighty anchor can be weighed
at the touch of a button – the on-board
hydraulics make it all possible.
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Moto Line

Export

Top products win through inter-

The Portuguese are well known

nationally - and so are a growing

for their love affair with anything

number of MOTOREX products.

on two wheels and cycle racing and

The company is using its inno-

motorcycles have a long tradition

vative Sail Label to reach all

here. BICIMOTOR LDA in Porto im-

its customers and end-users in

ported the first MOTOREX products

their own language.

over 10 years ago.

The multilingual Sail Label
An ingenious 1-liter bottle…

it back to the bottle.
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Simply apply pressure to the

The new Sail Label has space for
14 languages, which greatly increases
the chance that the consumer will be
able to read the information in his

Also very much at home and well known
in Porto is Joaquim Leite (see large picture), the founder of BICIMOTOR
LDA. He was a professional cyclist for
12 years and competed in the Tour de
Suisse in 1971. Today he is an extremely
able businessman with his own successful company. As the importer of the
MOTOREX BIKE and MOTO LINE,
he and his 10 employees supply the
whole of the specialist bicycle trade in
Portugal and have vigorously expanded
the MOTOREX presence in the Portuguese market over the last decade.

Starting this spring, the SCOOTER
2T 1-liter bottle will be shipped
with this new label. This packaging
innovation will be used in other MOTOREX product lines and it will
be interesting to see if the label revolutionizes multilingual product
labels around the world.

GIN

Depending on the sales market, the information on a product label may need
to be provided in several languages.
Until now, the practice has been to use
different versions of the label for each
geographical sales area. From the logistics point of view, this significantly increased costs and did
not always guarantee that all necessary
languages appeared on the label.

A

…meets an innovative label

A study of consumer behavior has
shown that consumers only sporadically
read product information. Linguistic
knowledge plays a key role in this.
If the text is available to the consumer
in his or her native language, the consumer is much more likely to read the
information and to develop a a positive
impression of the product.

K

of 14 languages.

The name Porto is familiar to everyone,
both because it is an important port on
the Atlantic coast, and because of the
delicious port wine originally made famous by the British in both the old and
the new worlds.

Real advantages for the consumer

R PAC

product information in a total

A family business since 1952
or her native language. This, in fact,
also addresses a significant safety issue.

FO

The label opens easily to reveal

MOTOREX believes in the power
of innovation and is constantly working
to introduce exciting marketing techniques to its international markets.
One of the newest is a patented 1-liter
oil bottle incorporating a clever filler
tube that makes oil drips a thing of
the past. MOTOREX has received
a number of awards for this invention
and is already integrating this new
specialty packaging into its most important product lines.

Olá MOTOREX!

In 1992, the lubricant companies were
surprised to see a new competitor in
the market since it was already saturated
with low-price suppliers. However,
backed by some serious sales arguments,
Joaquim Leite and his team grabbed

the bull by the horns and began to build
the business. MOTOREX’s high level
of involvement in international racing,
along with its immaculate image as a
Swiss manufacturer of quality products,
also helped to achieve the right market
positioning.
Market share increased year on year
and the bond between the two familyrun companies also strengthened.
Portugal’s trial champion Fátima Silva has

Success in motorbike trials
and in the marketplace

a real talent for balance and is a very worthy
ambassador for MOTOREX.

Portugal’s trial champion Fátima Silva
has shown how to win the motorbikecrazy hearts of her compatriots. BICIMOTOR sponsors the young motorcyclist,
giving MOTOREX a share in her successes. The result is an ever-increasing level of
awareness of the company and its name.
Joaquim Leite does a lot of other community work too, for example in his capacity as Board Parish of Santa Marinha district, Oporto, wine City.
The black and white picture shows

Here’s to continued success!

Joaquim Leite (in front) taking part
in the famous Tour de Suisse in 1971.
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Industry

Industry

The three letters ‘PFM’ – PROCESS
FLUID MANAGEMENT – will soon be
important for all manufacturers who
believe in maximum efficiency.
MOTOREX magazine had the opportunity to observe at first hand the first
PFM system introduced at Mathys
Medizinaltechnik AG in Bettlach.
The information shown on the machine

PFM – the formula for success

Recording the relevant data in the plant.
From left to right, D. Schmid (MOTOREX AG),
K. Roth (Mathys Medizinaltechnik AG) and
U. Simon (Simon Industrietechnik).

Mathys Medizinaltechnik AG, which is
headquartered in Bettlach in Switzerland, employs over 1,860 people and is
one of the leading suppliers of medical
technology products. With 19 subsidiaries worldwide, Mathys Medizinaltechnik achieved consolidated sales in
2002 of around 428 million Swiss francs.
Most of this was in the field of osteosynthesis (implants, instruments for
treating fractures, surgical systems for
treating the spine, etc.) and orthopedics
(prostheses, artificial joints and the related surgical instruments). This is an
extremely sophisticated field, and places

extreme demands on the company’s
production technology.

Structured introduction of PFM
The MOTOREX PROCESS FLUID
MANAGEMENT package comprises a
number of modules. It covers approximately 12 areas in the fields of process
fluids, logistics, maintenance and machine
management. The system is implemented on the basis of a detailed, checklistbased situation analysis that examines,
categorizes, resolves and relates various
factors of the customer’s circumstances.

The procedure for implementing MOTOREX PROCESS FLUID MANAGEMENT:

All fluids are identified with a carefully designed color coding and barcode system, which

10
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makes administration easy and efficient.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Analysis of customer situation
Preparation of lubrication plans
Logistics framework for lubricants
Preparation of machine documentation
Installation of the software and hardware required for data collection
Setting up the databases
Color code system (machines, plant, oil trolley, barrels)
Reducing diversity
Employee training
Highlighting possible cost-saving measures
System design (filters, cleaning systems, piping, etc.)
Results monitoring

MOTOREX PROCESS
FLUID MANAGEMENT

This approach has the benefit of flexibility,
because greater emphasis can then be placed
on certain key areas and the timescale for
implementation adjusted accordingly.

What are the benefits of PFM?
When fully implemented, a PROCESS
FLUID MANAGEMENT system focuses attention on a company’s core business, namely the machining and manufacturing of components. By simplifying
procedures and fine-tuning logistics, professionals in the metal processing industries find they have more time to concentrate on their core tasks; they are also able
to improve machine capacity utilization
and value creation.
Greater quality consistency is also possible, because simplified procedures and the
impossibility of using the wrong fluid improve transparency. The elimination of
sources of error together with more efficient working methods result in a noticeable decrease in manufacturing unit costs.

Planning horizon
for the introduction of PFM
It can take anything from several weeks
to several months to fully introduce

must agree with the information on the
product.

the MOTOREX PROCESS FLUID
MANAGEMENT system, depending on
the customer’s needs and circumstances.
The longer period would be applicable
when, for example, all production fluids
(cutting oils, coolants/lubricants mixed
in the correct proportions, etc.) and maintenance fluids (hydraulic or gear oils, etc.)
have to be supplied direct to each workstation from a central oil room because
the time required to implement the
system is affected by the construction
work involved.

The danger of using the wrong lubricant
is eliminated and topping up can be carried
out by personnel with no special training.

The innovative MOTOREX PROCESS
FLUID MANAGEMENT system
provides a clear solution for all forwardlooking manufacturing companies.
For further details and information about
conditions, please contact Daniel Schmid
(daniel.schmid@motorex.com) or
your MOTOREX AG representative
in Switzerland.
Enquiries from Germany and Europe
should be addressed to Uwe Simon
from Industrietechnik Simon
(u.simon@industrietechnik-simon.de),
Tel. +49 6234 929084.
Another key benefit of PFM is the provision

MOTOREX PFM is only available
in Europe at this time.

of an optimally designed oil room with an infrastructure that meets the latest standards.
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B ox

A real happy
workshop meeting
Theo’s Autoservice in Sargans, Switzerland, has always
been well known for its excellent service.
Now, the van Schagen family children will also be making
headlines – in the fashion press! Outfitted from head
to toe in protective clothing, the four children assembled
in the workshop for a family photo shoot.
According to the photographer, it was difficult to get
them all in one photo.
From left to right you can see Jana with the welding
equipment, Sanne peering out of the trunk, Joshua
on top of the tool trolley, and Jelle in front it.
Many congratulations on a successful picture!

The vmax technology.

Do you have a snapshot for the MOTOREX magazine? Send the photo (in 300 dpi high resolution if it is in digital format) together with a
short description to us at: BUCHER AG Langenthal, MOTOREX magazine, Postfach, CH-4901 Langenthal, Switzerland. Thank you!

Did you know that...
...inline skates run better with MOTOREX?
In recent years, millions of pairs of inline skates have been sold
worldwide. It is likely that few users ever consider the maintenance
of the bearings, but the Swiss company RSS Rollersport + Service
GmbH does. Although it is normal to use enclosed bearings prepacked with grease, dust and moisture affect the roller bearings
over time, increasing friction and slowing down the skater.
Once these things happen, it is time for the MOTOREX cleaning
and lubrication kit to come to the rescue. It is not necessary to dismantle the bearings to use the kit. In next to no time, they are clean
and static-resistant. You re-grease them with the special “easyswitch care” spray with its ingenious adapter – and off you go!
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• Optimized performance
guaranteed
You can find more information and reference material at
www.switchblade.ch. The products shown are not available
from your MOTOREX partner.

MOTOREX AG LANGENTHAL
Lubrication
CH-4901 Langenthal
Tel. ++41 (0)62 919 74 74
Fax ++41 (0)62 919 76 96
www.motorex.com

The Power of. . . MOTOREX!
Beach umbrella
Cover 100% polyester, green, with printed MOTOREX logo.
180 cm diameter, with tilt mechanism.Base not included.
Product number:4.30

Sport baseball cap
Tactel, beige, with embroidered
MOTOREX logo, adjustable size.
Product number:4.01A

CAR LINE hat
Practical, beige/blue hat
made of 100% cotton with
embroidered MOTOREX logo.
In sizes S/M and L/XL.
Product number:4.65A (S/M)
Product number:4.65B (L/XL)

MOTO LINE polo shirt
Blue 100% cotton 210 g/m2.
MOTOREX label on back
and in side seam.
In sizes S – XL.
Product number:
4.91 + size

Oil of Switzerland T-shirt
100% cotton, charcoal, print on front,
MOTOREX badge sewn on right sleeve.
In sizes S – XXL.
Product number:4.79 + size

Sport trousers
Cotton mix (60% cotton/40% polyester),
beige, with zip-off legs.
Embroidered MOTOREX logo.
In sizes XS – XXL.
Product number:4.62 + size

For your order, please use the card in the center of this magazine. Please ask your MOTOREX importer about the availability, price and delivery time of the
above articles.Thank you.

